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“Whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies, justice will be 

done” declared former United States President George W. Bush on September 20, 2001. Bush 

made this statement in his now-famous address to Congress responding to the terrorist attacks 

that occurred on September 11, 2001. Now, roughly fifteen years later, the world is bathing in 

the results of the ongoing War on Terror, yet it is still awaiting an answer to the question 

whether justice is being done. Critique on the Bush administration has risen steadily 

throughout the past fifteen years. Specifically, this critique directed itself mainly against 

United States foreign policy and the Iraq War during Bush his time in office. With reports 

leaking on torture techniques used by the CIA and news of innocent casualties in the Iraq 

War, the anger of the American people rose. Meanwhile, in 2004, presidential elections were 

held, and despite the controversies during that time, Bush managed to win reelection by a 

slight margin. Many of the critique and controversy outed itself in literature during that 

particular election year. One of the most criticized novels was Checkpoint by Nicholson 

Baker. The book features a character obsessed with assassinating President Bush, and he 

expresses this radical thought in detail within the narrative. “Hey hey, ho ho – George Bush 

has got to go” declares the character sarcastically, yet it becomes clear that his sarcasm lurks 

dangerously close to taking radical violent action (8). In this essay I will argue that despite 

being dubbed “assassination porn,” Checkpoint offers an escape from the political 

radicalization of American politics by pursuing the aesthetics of life. Moreover, I will argue 

that the violent assassination thoughts expressed in Checkpoint raise the question of their 

roots and their deeper meaning within themes such as morality and suffering. 

Baker published Checkpoint on August 10, 2004, in the midst of the presidential 

election campaigns. Of course, this poses the question whether Baker is an opportunist, as he 

chose a widely debated subject for the narrative of his book. This question of opportunism is 

certainly just, as Baker is known to threat controversial subjects often in his books. For 
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instance, one of these controversial subjects is eroticism, a central theme in Vox, published in 

1992. The book narrates a conversation between two people having phone sex, while sharing 

their deeply private thoughts on the subject of sex itself. While the assassination of Bush is 

considered the controversial theme in Checkpoint, eroticism can also be identified as an 

underlying theme in the book. As stated earlier, the book was dubbed “assassination porn” in 

an article from Slate online magazine (Noah). The article identifies Checkpoint as a 

“shameless pornography” that conceals the wrongness of its subject matter, assassination 

(Noah). Deeming the book “assassination porn” conveys eroticism and a certain 

obsessiveness to the assassination thoughts of Jay, the main protagonist. Furthermore, it 

suggests his thoughts to be taboo yet tempting. Of course, the thought of murder alone is 

plainly wrong, but Jay goes as far as stating that “[t]he man deserves a good bludgeoning,” an 

outright brutal and unnecessary way of murder (77). This suggests that Jay feels a need to not 

just kill Bush, but to make his act of killing long and brutal, which would satisfy Jay more 

than less brutal methods of murder. This satisfaction could indeed be interpreted as a form of 

eroticism, as Jay clearly enjoys to flirt with the thought of killing Bush. Yet, Jay never 

realizes his plan within the narrative of the novel, and Ben, Jay’s old friend, is actively 

convincing Jay to abort his plans and find distraction from his radical thoughts. Thus, the 

book is attempting to counter these “erotic” radical thoughts. 

Checkpoint can be read as an internal conversation of the author himself, as Baker 

stated that the conversation between Ben and Jay was "one I was having in my head” 

("Nicholson Baker's Checkpoint”). In this case, Jay represents Bakers radical consciousness 

and some of his most secret, yet strongly present thoughts. Through expressing his own 

thoughts in the voice of one of his characters, Baker is able to out his thoughts and possibly 

loose some of their obsessive nature while not being vilified in real life. Continuing to 

connect the novel to the real-life thoughts of the author, Ben represents Bakers passive and 
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more reasonable consciousness. In other words, the conversation between Ben and Jay is an 

internal conversation between radical action and passivism. Checkpoint explores both sides of 

the spectrum; on the one hand, Jay is rambling on about his convictions to take violent action, 

and on the other hand, Ben is offering several solutions to Jay his extremism.  

First, Ben suggests, “[y]ou know what you need? . . . A dog. A puppy” (58). In this 

instance, the puppy can function as a partner for Jay, as he is a currently lonely and left alone 

with his radical thoughts. The puppy presents an opportunity in the form of care, as the puppy 

would be dependent on Jay and give him responsibility to take care of this living being and 

not follow up on his plans.  

Second, Ben suggests Jay to copy an entire book. Besides his suggestion Ben tells a 

story of him copying a book while staying at his grandmother in Bermuda (89). Ben has to 

deal with cockroaches while writing the book, however, the roaches do not deter him from the 

writing (90). “The painters were doing the things that they could do, never mind about the 

pests – the pests were bracketed off,” states Ben about former Dutch landscape artists who 

worked in the same area and thus had to deal with the same cockroaches (90). Indeed, the 

work of painting or writing provides a distraction from the pests and shifts focus to the 

aesthetic. For Jay, copying a book would distract him from his personal “pest,” Bush.  

Lastly, Ben suggests photography, a hobby he recently started pursuing himself (96). 

Like copying a book, photography lends itself as a distraction and shifts focus to aesthetics. 

Ben literally says, “[w]hen it’s paralyzing you, and you’re not doing anything but thinking 

about the horror and the gangrene, load some film and go outside,” with “it” meaning the 

gnawing political thoughts of Jay (97). Here, photography represents the pursuit after 

aesthetics in a seemingly ugly and brutal world. In summary, all of these suggestions offer 

hope and beauty in a world of suffering and guilt over the actions of a government filled with 

“snakes and wackos” (35).  
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However, Jay does not accept any of Ben his suggestions, as Jay comes up with 

excuses and changes the subject of the conversation repeatedly. For example, Jay states, 

“[w]ell, I travel a lot, so I don’t think I could have a puppy,” and goes on to tell about a 

roofing job he had (57-59). Later, Jay also dismisses the advice to take up photography as he 

immediately steers clear of the subject by following up with a story of his visit to a museum 

about the Kennedy assassination, thus returning to the radical thought that occupies his mind 

(99-101). While Jay dismisses the suggestions by Ben, it is Baker himself who does take up 

the advice of his fictional character, as he consorted to an aesthetic pursuit in writing the 

book. Thus, the book helps Baker to escape his own radical thoughts by confronting them 

when writing. The book, or at least the writing process, offers Baker a medicine for his 

internal political bruises, and it might just offer other patients with the same radical prognoses 

a prescription to get their own medicine.  

Despite Baker claiming his book to advocate against violence, the main character Jay 

never once accepts passivism and sticks to his radical action like glue ("Nicholson Baker's 

Checkpoint”). While Jay never acts on his radical plan within the narrative of the book, he 

also does not suppress his plan. With the ending of the book open-ended, one can only 

speculate whether Jay will follow up on his plan after the conversation is ended. Nonetheless, 

Baker provides the reader with clues about what Jay will actually do. For instance, Jay his 

assassination plan is poorly thought out and is sometimes downright ridiculous, as he wants to 

use “radio-controlled flying saws” and a “huge bolder . . . that just rolls, baby” (14). 

Furthermore, Jay plans on running directly through a hole in the fence of the White House, 

and expects the snipers on the roof to be inattentive (111). Clearly, these are the thoughts of a 

mad man, thoughts that cannot be taken seriously. Yet, it is not the violence of the thoughts 

that should be considered, what is important is how Jay got to these thoughts and the meaning 
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behind them. At deeper inspection, the assassination plans of Jay stern from deeper roots that 

question themes such as morality and human suffering.  

The deepest historical root for Jay his radical thinking lies in the Second World War, 

or as Jay states, “the beginning of the end” (61). By bombing innocent civilians in Japan the 

United States lost its morality according to Jay; “we were corrupted by it, and we became 

more warlike and secretive” (62). The sense of losing morality is also prominent in a letter 

send to Senator John McCain by U.S. Army Captain Ian Fishback. In his 2005 letter, 

Fishback desperately asks, “[w]hen did Al Qaeda become any type of standard by which we 

measure the morality of the United States? We are America, and our actions should be held to 

a higher standard.” Thus, the question of morality does not remain solely within the fictional 

world, even the United States Army expressed doubts over their actions in Afghanistan and 

Iraq. In fact, Jay even victimizes the army and questions whether “they’re going to grieve 

later on” after “they shot some six-year old boy” in the streets of Iraq (86). Thus, the fault 

ultimately lies with the government, represented in the ultimate target, George Bush.  

The reason for the title Checkpoint is only explained at the end of the book, when 

Baker finally reveals the ultimate turning point of Jay his thoughts from mere wanderings of 

the mind into realization of their implementation. The final straw presented itself in the form 

of an article on the Sydney Morning Herald news website that Jay read. The article was about 

a checkpoint where American soldiers shot a Land Rover containing a fleeing Iraqi family, 

adding to the innocent death count. Exactly this event proved the pivoting point for Jay, as the 

event symbolizes the loss of innocent life and wrongdoings of the government without the 

consent of the American people. Jay describes the checkpoint scene in all of its brutality, 

“[y]our farm’s already blasted by helicopters, and then a bunch of guys in Kevlar open fire on 

your kids, and you see that happen,” which at first glance seems unnecessary and shocking 

(102). However, the unnerving explanation of the event serves to humanize its victims and 
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show their vulnerability to violence. This argument for humanization and mourning over the 

“other” is also made by Judith Butler in her book Precarious Life. In this book, Butler offers 

an ethical response to the loss of life from United States foreign policy in the Middle East, 

and asks “to what extent have Arab peoples, predominantly practitioners of Islam, fallen 

outside the ‘human’ as it has been naturalized in its ‘Western’ mold by the contemporary 

workings of humanism” (32). Butler argues that aside from some reports on the internet, the 

innocent Iraqi casualties remain largely unknown and unmourn by the American public (37). 

Thus, Checkpoint is exactly acting upon Butler’s advice to provide a narrative of these people 

and the violence they had to endure in order to humanize them. 

 While sales turned out largely disappointing and reviews condemned the book to 

merely present anti-Bush sentiments, Checkpoint offers key insight into the political context 

of 2004 and onwards ("Nicholson Baker's Checkpoint”). As Kenneth Burke states, “[c]ritical 

and imaginative works are answers to questions posed by the situation in which they arose,” 

and Checkpoint is no exception (1). The context from which Checkpoint arose was the deeply 

divided political landscape in 2004. Both conservatism and liberalism were floating adrift 

from each other in increasing radicalism. In other words, society itself was at a checkpoint 

where it could choose to check itself carefully, or it could choose to further its radicalism and 

continue a dangerous path leading to possible violence. The narrative of Checkpoint 

ultimately ends nowhere and the events have gone on, just as they have in real-life. The book 

might provide insight into extremism and attempts to counter this extremism. However, the 

attempts all proof pointless, and so does the assassination plot as it is outright ridiculous and 

unrealistic. In the end, one is left to ponder over deeper subjects like morality and suffering, 

while remaining powerless within the web of global politics. 
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